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TWO NEW NEUTRON-DEFICIENT TERBIUM ACTIVITIES* 

Kenneth S •. Totht and John 0. Rasmussen 

Radiation Lab'oratory and Department Of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July, 1958 

ABSTRACT 

12 . p· 141 ul . . h di A series of C bombardments on r has res ted ln t e . scovery of 

two. new activities. The first, with a 70-min half-life, is believed to be Tb
148

• 

The isotope has two gamma rays, 780 andll20 kev, following .its decay. The 

780-kev gamma ray is postulated to be the transition from the first.excited 

level to the ground state in the even-even nucleus, .Gd148 •. The second activity 

has a half.,life of 24 min t;l.nd has a 305-kev gamma ray following its decay. It 
. 147' l d is probably Tb , though this has not been clear y establishe • 

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

tPresent-address: University Institute for ·Theoretical Physics, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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its gamma-ray energies are kno-wn. 2 None of the Gd
14

7 gamma rays appeared in 
149 the gamma spectra ta,ken with the above sample • The gamma rays of Gd ·. growing 

in from Tb149 were observed. · The inablli ty to see any Gd147 growing in from a 

pure terbium fraction certainly indicates that the neVI activity could not be 

Tb
14

7. Gd
148 

has a half-life of about 130 years. ~No gamma rays h~ve been 

identified in connection With its decay. The isotope is an al:pha emitter, and. 

there is also fair evidence that it is beta-stable. 3 Its half life is too long 

for growth .of its activity to be seen vri th samples containing originally the 

70-min activity. 

The next experiment perf armed was a bombardment of Pr
141 

with 100-Mev 

c12 
ions. The results from this experiment are discu~s'ed more fully in con

nection with Tb147 • Suffice it to say that the gamma spectrum in this case 

indicated that Gd147, presumably growing in from Tb
147, was present in J.,arge 

quantity, while Tb149 was ~efinitely absent and the gamma rays assigned to the 

70Mmin activity were present, if at all, to a very limited extent. Essentially 
. 14 . . . . 141 

the same kind of evidence was obtaJ.ned from N bombardments qn Pr .; In 

these experiments no chemical separations were made. Terbium-149 was seen to 

be present in an 80-Mev bombardment but the gamma rays of the 70-min activity 
14 

were not. In a 110-'Mev N bombardment the gamma rays of the new activity 

were very much· iim evidence~ being .in greater abundance than the gamma rays of 
. 149 . . . . l~ 
Tb • Spectra of the same sample taken at later times .did not show any Gd ( 

present, while Gd149 was seen. A 225-kev gamma ray very promine-nt in Gd147 

de cay was definitely absent from this experiment. The evidence from the two 

N
14 

bombardments together with that from the c12 ex:periment.s indicates that 
. - . - 149 

the 70-min activity has a lesser mass number than that of Tb , but presumably 

greater than 147. .In this manner the 70-min activity was determined to be 

Tbl48. 

The gamma spectrum obtained in the 75-Mev c12 
bombardment is shown in 

- . . - 148 
Fig. l. The two gamma rays assigned to the decay of Tb have energies of 

780 and 1120 kev. The half-lives of the two neaks were determined B.nd found 

to be about 70 min. .The two gamma rays have thus been assigned to Tb
148 

o decay, 

not only.'.GJn _the·'ba:sis..: of~·:-the variation of t:t.Le-ir lintensi ties . ..With:: bombardd:Rg~_ 

e:q.ergies, but also because of their half-lives. Tabie I lists the first

excited-level energies .of even-even nuclei whose neutron nUmbers vary from 

90 to 82. 

' 
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Table I 

Variation of energy of first~e:x.cited-level with neutron number 

Neutron Number 

90 

88 

86 

84 

82 

N:ucleu.s 

. Gdl5_. 

Sml52 

Gdl52 

Sml~50 

S 
1 ' - m __ -

Nd146 

Ndl 2 

Cel40 

Bal38 

Xe136 

I Energy of 
firs:t.,e:x;ci ted~level · 

of kev 

123 

122 

344 

337 

1.57 

1,596 

1.43 

1.32 

The energies quoted for all these nuclei are well established and have 

been taken from the new Table of Isotopes.4 The variation of first-excited

level energies .of even-even nuclei with neutron number is readily noted. .As 

the neutron number is decreased, going·from the region where rotational levels 

in nuclei are observed toward the 82-neutron closed shell, the energies in~ 

crease. They begin to decrease again on the other side of the 82-neutron shell, 

though this is not shown in Table I. Gd148 , · the nucleus populated in the decay 
148 8'4 l~ of Tb , has neutrons, the same number as Nd • For that reason one would 

expect that their first-excited-level energies would be somewhat similar in 

magnitude. The first excited level in Nd144 has an energy of 694 kev. When 

we note another general trend in Table I -- that is, that the energies seem to 

increase with atomic number for a given neutro:q. number-·-- it certainly does not 

seem .Unreasonable to propose that the 780-kev gamma ray in Tb148 decay repre

sents the transition from the first excited level to the ground state in Gd148 " 

The ratio of intensities of the two gamma rays, 780 and 1120 kev, assigned to 

Tb
148 

is 8:5, after the gamma-ray intensities have been corrected for the 
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efficiency of the 3 X 3-irich Nai(Tl) crystal used to obtain the spectra. We 

should like to suggest that the two gamma rays may be in. cascade, .with the 

1120-kev gamma ray being the transition from a level at 

780-kev first excited state. A somewhe.t analogous case 

which a tran~ition of 1490 kev proceeds from a level at 

about 1900 kev to the 
. t .. Ndl44 exls s ln , in 

2180 kev down to the 

first excited level at 694 kev. .Coinc:i_dence work is· needed to tes·t this 

possibility. 

The rest of the gamma rays· in the spectrum were found to decay with 

a 4-hr half-life. A spectrum taken approximately 10 hours after the one 

displayed in Fig. l was obtained .showed no peaks at 780 or 1120 kev. Only the 
. 149 

gamma rays of Tb were visible .• 

The decay· curves of the 510-kev and K-x-ray peaks were resolved and 

found to have '70-min components. Thus the 70-min activity must decay both 

by positron emission and by electron capture. 

Terbium:-147 

A new. activity with a half-life of 24 min was obse.rved in the 100-Mev 
12 . . 141 ··. 147. 

C bombardment on Pr • As mentioned previously, Gd was known to be 

certainly present in the sample produced from this bombardment by virtue of 

the identification .of its gamma rays, while Tb
149 and Tb

148 
were known to be 

absent. Figure 2 shows the gamma spectrum taken of the sample .approxinia tely 

10 minutes after the termination of the bombardment. The gamma rays of Tb
14

9 
. 148 

.and Tb are not observed in. the spectrum. There is a peak at .225-kev which 

represents the moost prominent gamma ray in Gd147 decay. There .are also two 

other peaks present, one at 145 and the other at 305 kev. The half-life of the 

305-kev gamma ray was found to be 24 min. There was a component of about the 

·::;arne half-life in the decay curve of the 145-kev peak. Spectra taken at later 

times showed the 225-kev gamma ray increasing in intensity relative to the other 

two peaks, and .at still later times the remainder of the Gd147 gamma rays be-. 

came evident. The same 24-min half-life appe,ared as the ·shortest component of 

both the Geiger-MUller counter and the 510-kev ann:S,.hilationpeak decay curves. 

Thus it was established that a .new. activity with at least one gamma 

ray ( 305 kev) had. been found. Also the mass number of the isotope had to be 
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less than l4B .because the 305 .. key gamma r~y belonging to its decay was .not seen 

in the 65- and. 75.,;.Mev c12 
bombarament·s when Tb

148 
:was kn$vrn to be present. We 

wquld like to ~propose that the new, iso:top·e is. Tb
14 7 f()r the following two 

reasons: 
. I 

First, the decay curve of the 225-kev gamma ray was obtained and it was 

found to b:a.ve .an initial interval _()f growth which was then fqlJ..owed by the 

characteristic half-life of Gd
147. The half.:.life of the growth periqd of the 

225-kev ga.rnnia ray was found to be between .20 and 30 min, indicating. that per

haps the gamma r-ay had·grown: in from the 24..;min activity. 

$econd, in Fig. 3, which sho-ws the spectrum taken .a day after bombard ... 

ment time, only the prominent gamma i:fJ,YS of Gd147 decay are seen. Their ener

gies are 225, 390, 635, 750, and 900 kev~ Smaller peaks are seen at about liP, 
120, and 500 key; which represent undoubtedly some of the less intense ga.mma. 

rays of approxirriately the sam$ energies reported for ·nd147 •·2 The poirit that . 

we wish. to emphasize is that no intense ga.mn:ia. rays, other than those of Ga147, 

are visible, indicating that the 24-min activity probably dOes dec-ay t() Ga147. 
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Fig. 1. 
12 '141 

Gamma Spectrum obtained in the 75-Mev C bombardment on Pr • 
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1 ~o--~----+.2o~------~4~o------~~so~~----~a~o~~--~,oo 

Fig. 2. 

CHANNEL NUMBER 
MU-15699 

12 141 Gamma Spectrum obtained in the 100-Mev C bombardment on Pr • 
The spectrum was taken approximately 10 minutes after the termin
ation of the bombardment. 
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225 

750 

20 40 60 80 100 

CHANNEL NUMBER 
MU-15696 

Gamma Spectrum taken a
4

aay after the tennination of the 100-Mev 
c12 bo:(ll.bardment on Prl 1 • The prominent gamma rays in the de cay 
of Gd14 7 are readily observed. 
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